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Please follow basic instructions on packages
of Clearly Mosaics™ acrylic pieces & grout.
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See back of sheet for useful how-to tips
and techniques for making these and
other great Clearly Mosaics™ projects!
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Please review instructions on Clearly Mosaics™ Marbleized pieces and grout packages.
1. Handy Tool: To make a sticky tool for picking up and positioning mosaic pieces, place a
small piece of reusable, putty-like adhesive (office supply) on the eraser end of a pencil.
2. About Glue: Clear silicone sealer can be used for glue on most projects. Cover entire
back of mosaic piece with glue/sealer, letting it seep out around edges when pressed
into place. OR, apply glue to the project base and press the mosaic pieces into it. There
will be a few minutes to adjust mosaic placement before glue sets up. While silicone is
pliable, use a toothpick or knitting needle to remove excess from around stones. Excess
dry silicone my be cut away with a small knife. Let silicone dry thoroughly before
applying grout.
3. Fitting Patterns: Create a small pattern of mosaic pieces. Glue it to one side of object.
Repeat on opposite side of object. Repeat one or more times between the two patterns.
4. About Grout: Add water sparingly to a portion of powder, and mix. Add more grout or
water as necessary until consistency of pie dough. To remove excess grout, have ready
a container of water and soft cloth. Wipe gently in a circular motion, rinsing sponge
often. Polish grout haze off with glass cleaner and soft cloth.
5. Flat Projects: Dimensional faux leading may be used as an outline. Let dry.
Transparent glass art paint may also be used as the glue and the background filler by
placing mosaic pieces on top of wet paint. Dry flat.
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